**Ohio Union Stop**

- **Oh Art Location!**
  Ohio Union - Limestone Reliefs from former Ohio Union
  Removed from the former Ohio Union before its demolition, these limestone panel reliefs feature prominent Ohioans, including inventors, leaders, and early pioneers. As part of the new Union’s construction, two additional reliefs were commissioned to compliment the six original panels.

- **Drinko Hall** - Albert Paley
- **Orton Hall** - Thomas Moran
- **Faculty Club** - George Bellows
- **Thompson Library** - Erwin Frey

**Arps Hall Stop**

- **Wexner Center** - Maya Lin
  Breaker
  Composed of steel angular planar forms, Breaker is meant to be an interpretation of a breaking wave. David Black, a professor emeritus at Ohio State, created the sculpture in 1982.

- **Science Engineering Library** - Dale Chihuly

**Fisher College Stop**

- **Ohio Stadium Rotunda** - Agency Graphic Design & Cullen Art Glass
  Jesse Owens Plaza, Ohio Stadium
  Celebrations of a Champion - Curtis R. Patterson
  Crafted from Bronze, Celebrations of a Champion honors Ohio State alumnus and Olympic Athlete Jesse Owens. Owens, an African-American athlete, won four track and field gold metals at the 1936 Olympics in Nazi Germany. Curtis Patterson completed the sculpture that includes quotes and highlights from Jesse’s career.

- **Dreese Laboratory** - Barbara Grygutis
- **Fisher Hall** - Barbara Kruger

---

**What is the Oh Art Community Project?**

The Oh Art Community Project, or Oh Art, is a competition for all student artists at The Ohio State University. It will help celebrate the use of Transportation & Parking Service’s Campus Area Bus Service (CABS) by incorporating quality art in places that have never been culturally distinct before. The Oh Art package creates a healthy, artistic, and vibrant environment by incorporating Ohio State University student work into the transit system. By both creating a mobile art gallery inside the bus and the bus shelters, Oh Art will enrich the streetscape and encourage people to intermingle with local art activity.

**Vision:** to create a more enjoyable experience for the everyday bus rider as well as a more integrated relationship between local art and the OSU student body. This on-campus collaboration presses all creative departments and the creative student to bolster the campus bus system, CABS, and create an interest in alternative transportation. Oh Art is an everyday living experience and celebration of the arts.

Is there public art on campus that you think hasn’t been recognized on this map?
Email us: ohartcommunity@gmail.com

---

http://ohartcommunity.wordpress.com

Lauri Murphy, Department of Art, Sculpture

Let art transport you.